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9001 Purple Haze

Designed by Brigitte Reydams for Prism Arts, Inc ©2017

Sizes: S (M, L, XL) Bust slightly stretched 34 (40, 46, 52)”;
hem approx 56 (64, 70, 76)”
Materials:
1 (1, 2, 2) Packs of Gradient Merino Mia Colors 1 - 8 (A1 – A8)
3 skeins of Merino Mia in a complimentary color (B)
Size 4 and 5 needles or size to get gauge
Stitch markers

Brigitte’s surprisingly simple jacket has tons of punch:
from the deeply fluted ribs that impart a wonderful swing shape, to the impact of Gradient Grape
colors marching up the jacket, to the bright accent of green framing the entire picture.
Pick your favorite Gradient, find a great accent color and go!

www.prismyarn.com
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9002 Peppermint Smoke Wrap & Cowl Designed by Laura Bryant ©2017
One size approx. 24” x 76”
Materials:
1 Prism Gradient Gray pack Merino Mia
1 Prism Gradient Fuchsia pack Merino Mia
Needles size US 5 or size to get gauge
40 st markers

Electric Fuchsia pops against a wall of Charcoal Gray, fanning the flames of our Peppermint Smoke.
Two gradient packs move in concert from darkest to lightest shades, with Fuchsia exchanging with
Gray via a series of Fibonacci stripes. Add a tiny “Heartbeat” mini chevron for extra visual and
knitting interest. There’s even enough yarn left for our yummy gradient cowl!
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9003 Vineyard Designed by Laura Bryant ©2017
Size: One size approx. 68” x 33”
Materials:
1 Prism Merino Mia Gradient Pack Grape A
1 Prism Merino Mia Gradient Pack Bayleaf B
Needles size 3 & 4 or size to get gauge
Multiple needles size 4 or 60” circular needle
Four or six ¾” buttons
Stitch markers

9005 Baltic Designed by Laura Bryant ©2017
One size approx. 70” x 36”
Materials:
1 Prism Merino Mia Gradient Pack Taupe A
1 Prism Merino Mia Gradient Pack Blues B
Needles size 3 & 4 or size to get gauge
Stitch markers
Multiple needles size 3 or 60” size 3 circular needle
Four 1-1/8” buttons

Take a stroll through our Vineyard or imagine the ocean with the perfect layering piece for any chilly
day. Delightfully oversized and soft, two Gradient colors of Merino Mia work in syncopated stripes as
the shades shift gently from front to back, at left, or from top to bottom, at right. Flip the occasional
stripe sequence for added interest, frame the panels with shaded borders and add some buttons
to fasten it closed, vest-like...or not!
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9004 Misty Pearls

Designed by Brigitte Reydams for Prism Arts, Inc ©2017

Sizes: 1 (2, 3) Finished bust approx. 35 (40, 45)”
Finished length approx. 23” when worn.
Materials:
1 Gradient Pack Merino Mia colors 1-8
Needles size 5 or size to get gauge
Stitch markers

An ultra-feminine pattern stitch lends itself to a little surprising geometry: subtle gradations
of Mallard sweep up the body to be punctuated with more quickly moving bands of the same
gradations. The strong vertical stripes add a slimming touch, and the neat little neckline miter
is a nice finishing touch. Sizing is achieved through differently sized borders and side gussets.

www.prismyarn.com

